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N551 - JTC1/SC22 Project Information

N552 - PL/I Project Editor's response to the comments received on DP6522 and recommendation for further processing of DP6522

N553 - SC22/WG14-C Status Report to SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan 1988-10-17/19

N554 - SC22/WG11 Proposal for a NWI for WG11 on: A Language Independent Arithmetic Standard

N555 - USA Contribution to JTC1/SC22 on Synchronization of JTC1/ANSI activities

N556 - Draft minutes of the 12th meeting of SC22/WG9 - Ada held in Munich, Germany, 1988-08-10

N557 - Meeting announcement and draft agenda for the next meeting of SC22/WG9 - Ada to be held in Pittsburgh, U.S.A. on 1988-10-28

N558 - Report from SC22/WG9 - Ada to SC22AG meeting on: Character Handling in Programming Languages

N559 - Final Report from SC22/WG5 - Fortran to the SC22AG meeting, 1988-10-17/19, Tokyo, Japan

N560 - Report from SC22/WG12 - Conformity and Validation to the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19


N562 - Report from SC22/WG3-APL to the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19

N563 - UK National activity report to the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19

N564 - Summary of voting on a Proposal for a NWI on Vienna Development Method Specification Language (JTC1 N309)

N565 - Report from SC22/WG13 - Modula 2 to the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19

N566 - Report from SC22/WG17 - Prolog to the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19
N567 - Report from SC22/WG11 - Bindings to the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19
N568 - Letter from SC2 to SC22 re: Proposed Joint Meeting of SC2, SC22 and SC18
N569 - Report from SC22/WG16 - LISP to the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19
N570 - Report from SC22/WG15 - POSIX to the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19
N571 - Chinese Contribution on: Proposal for expanding multiple character set for Fortran 8X
N572 - Chinese Contribution on: Requirements for Chinese Character Handling in Programming Languages
N573 - Chinese Contribution on Chinese Word Processing in Ada
N574 - List of Delegates in Attendance at the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19
N575 - Report from WG13 - Modula 2 on Character Handling Requirements to the SC22AG meeting, Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19
N576 - Recommendations Prepared at the first meeting of ISO/IEC JTC1/SC22AG meeting held in Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19
N577 - Minutes of the First Meeting of ISO/IEC JTC1/SC22AG held in Tokyo, Japan, 1988-10-17/19
N578 - The Netherlands Contribution on: Coded Character Sets and Programming Languages
N580 - Draft Agenda for the 3rd meeting of SC22/WG16 - LISP, Brussels, 1988-11-21/22
N581 - Minutes of Meeting of SC22/WG2 - Pascal, Natick, U.S.A., 1988-09-12/16
N582 - Revised version of a Proposed NWI for SC22 on Vienna Development Method Specification Language
N583 - Draft Minutes of the 3rd meeting of SC22/WG13 - Modula 2 held in Oregon, U.S.A., 1988-08-22/26
N584 - Revised Letter Ballot on a proposal to subdivide project JTC1.22.21
N585 - Final version of DP9945 - Portable Operating System Interface for Computer Environment

N586 - Draft Minutes of meeting of SC22/WG15 - POSIX held in Tokyo, Japan, on 1988-10-20/21

N587 - Report from the JTC1 workshop on application layer standardization, London, 1988--09-26/30

N588 - Letter Ballot on a proposal that SC22/WG12 be assigned a new task: to provide advisory support to SC22 Language Working Groups

N589 - Letter Ballot on a proposal that SC22 Plenary Meeting be held at one-year intervals

N590 - Consultative Letter Ballot on Standardization of MUMPS

N591 - Consultative Letter Ballot on Standardization of Small Talk

N592 - Consultative Letter Ballot on Standardization of Forth

N593 - Notice and venue of meeting of SC22 Ad Hoc group on Character Handling Requirements in Programming Languages to be held in Paris, 1989-03-06/08

N594 - SC22 Technical Liaison to JTC1/SC1, SC2, SC21

N595 - Consultative Letter Ballot on a proposal that SC22 initiate standardization activities on the Language Cct

N596 - SC22/WG15's Proposed supplement to the POSIX standard on: Shell and Application Utility Interface for Computer Operating System Environments

N597 - DP10279 - Information Processing Systems - Programming Language - Full Basic

N598 - Draft Report on Character Handling Requirements in Programming Languages

N599 - Notice of meeting and draft agenda for the next meeting of SC22/WG17 - Prolog to be held in Paris, France, 1989-04-17/20
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